Levitt Foundation Bridge Grant

Music Instrument Donations and Distributions

Accordion (1) – to Youth Orchestra
Auto harps (2) – to Youth Orchestra
Clarinets (3) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; two to Youth Orchestra
Cornets (2) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; one to Youth Orchestra
Drums-full set (1) – to Garvey-Tubman Center
Flute (1) – to Youth Orchestra
Foot pedals (2) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; one to First Try Sessions
Guitars (5) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; four to First Try Sessions
Mixer and Amp (1) – to Garvey-Tubman Center
Oboe (1) – to Youth Orchestra
Saxophones (2) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; one to Youth Orchestra
Snare drum and stand (1) – to Youth Orchestra
Sound board (1) – to Garvey-Tubman Center
Speakers (2) – to Garvey-Tubman Center
Trombones (2) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; one to Youth Orchestra
Trumpets (2) – one to Garvey-Tubman Center; one to Youth Orchestra
Violin (1) – to Youth Orchestra
Xylophone (1) – to Garvey-Tubman Center